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The present book 'Himachal Pradesh - General Knowledge' has been specially published for the people who want to explore more about the beautiful state of Himachal Pradesh to quench their thirst of knowledge for the purpose of Competitive Exams, Business Opportunities, Travel & Tourism or any other reason. The book is the outcome of months of painstaking research and careful study carried out about
the state and its various important features and aspects covered at appropriate length, such as: Origin, History, Geography, Government, Economy, People, Art & Culture, Customs & Traditions, Festivals, Rivers & Temples, Forests & Wildlife, Industries, Education, Transport & Tourism, etc.
For every story of optimism about the growth of medical tourism to India, there are multiple others about medical neglect. Scratch the surface and you find a thick layer of corruption in this life-sustaining sector. This hard-hitting volume shows a mirror to society and, more specifically, to those associated with the health sector—on how healers, in many cases, are shifting shape to becoming predators. In the
essays by contributors from within and outside the medical fraternity, we see the many faces, the many facets of corruption—from exorbitant billing by corporate hospitals to the non-merit-based selection in medical colleges to questionable motives playing strong in the area of organ transplantation. But Healers or Predators? is not only about the illness affecting the sector. It also offers solutions, and some
stories of hope. The Foreword by Amartya Sen is an added bonus. ‘This splendid, if depressing, book will do a lot to remedy [the] momentous neglect [of healthcare]. We have excellent reasons to be grateful to the authors and editors of this important collection of investigative studies.’—Amartya Sen
Current Affairs Monthly Capsule December 2021 E-book - Free PDF!
An Interpretation
Thermal Engineering
New Statesman and Nation
Maharashtra General Knowledge
BIUT
The best country-by-country assessment of human rights. The human rights records of more than ninety countries and territories are put into perspective in Human Rights Watch's signature yearly report. Reflecting extensive investigative work undertaken by Human Rights Watch staff, in close partnership with domestic human rights activists, the annual World Report is an invaluable resource for journalists, diplomats, and citizens, and is a must-read for anyone interested in the fight to protect human rights in every corner of
the globe.
15 Practice Sets SSC Constable GD 2021
Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
Documents on Contemporary Reality
Lok Sabha Debates
Indian Books in Print

The eBook contains material drawn from dreams that ordinary folks worldwide see in political frameworks such as the Indian democracy. It is up to governing authorities to actualize these innocent dreams into reality so as to usher in truly public-oriented welfare policies. The book is an extraordinary Work in history of non-fiction literature. It belongs to that rare category of books that appear once in a thousand years' time. It has been dubbed the 'Golden Book.' It has made tremendous
positive impact on policy-makers, decision takers and political bosses of various governments including the Indian government. The present Golden eBook discusses diverse public issues threadbare without any Fear or Favour. In short, this is a fine piece of practical philosophical thinking. The book explores and helps broaden intellectual horizon in many diverse fields such as public governance and administration, sociology, politics, economics, political geography, economic
geography, business administration, human psychology, international trade, international taxation, world governance, peace. The book is full of interesting unknown facts; answers curious questions in addition to setting out practical agenda for politicians and all other people who are interested in finding out practical solutions to problems of governance to make 21st century a century of peace, prosperity and progress by assuring democracy, human dignity, human rights, women's
empowerment, gender parity and equality, free global humane trade, protection of girl child. Interestingly, many of golden suggestions given in instant book have been implemented by several governments worldwide. The book lays down pragmatic intellectual framework for future global world government. Many interesting questions that this eBook gives answers to Why are railway lines and road links from Karachi to north-east tip of Asia linking south Asian and east Asian countries
useful? Why did rebel soldiers of Sikh regiments fail to march upon Delhi and capture Amritsar in Punjab in aftermath of Operation Blue Star in 1984? A former Indian prime minister was deep in smuggling? A popular Indian actress gold-courier for notorious smuggler Dawood Ibrahim? What are liberally conservative and conservatively liberal political ethos? Shouldn't Bharat Ratna be withdrawn from Sachin Tendulkar? Why was Bharat Ratna conferred upon Sachin Tendulkar? Why has
Bharat Ratna become a big farce? Why did Vishwanath Pratap Singh, former Indian prime minister wish to be a Naxalite? Why did national poet Pradeep refuse to compose patriotic songs? Is secessionism a political crime or benign human craving for freedom? What is psychology and pathology of anti-secessionism? How can loss of Maanav lives and property due to secessionist military fights be stopped permanently peacefully? How can you eliminate extortion by passport issuing
authorities in India? How can governance be completely controlled by common citizens? How can menace of paying forcible bribes for getting documents certified from government authorities be overcome? Whom do reservations in government jobs really benefit? What is ulterior political motive behind reserving a particular constituency for a certain community? How can multiple taxes be avoided? Can there ever be single taxation system throughout world? Which is fifth factor of
production? What is no taxation without facilitation? How can e-governance effectively help make public governance transparent and corruption-free? How can Indian universities be made fully student-friendly? can there be one world government with flourishing free humane trade? What is Lootarchy, Welfarchy, who is Welfarechist? How is 'Paramatantrataa' better than 'Suraaj' and 'Swaraj'? What is the great Indian dream? Can food insecurity lead to overthrow of powerful regimes?
Should India have one common civil code? Is there real danger of military coup and public-revolt against central regime in present India? Does India need be politically reconfigured? What is permanent solution to Kashmir problem faced by India and Pakistan? How can black money be brought back into India from abroad? What are technical and non-technical corruptions? How can inflation be controlled? What is ‘guided market price mechanism'? What is affirmative help? How can
buyers be protected against builders-mafia? Should ownership of leased government land pass onto present occupants? Can BJP keep its promise of building ram mandir? Which is one world language, one world religion, one Vasudhiotic world government? What is united states of humanity and its flag? What is ideal age limit for being an elected member of various legislatures? What should be India's golden foreign policy? Should world government be conservatively liberal or liberally
conservative? What is ideal approach to deal with human rights’ violation questions?
Reasoning is equally weighed section in any competitive examination. Reasoning tests the thinking power and mind applicability skills of the candidates. The questions on reasoning asked in various competitive examinations are not easy to solve without having enough practice. The revised edition of A New Approach to Reasoning will help candidates master the ‘Tricks of the Trade’ as it covers all the three types of reasoning very much comprehensively. This book has been divided into
3 Sections – Verbal Reasoning, Analytical Reasoning and Non-Verbal Reasoning each sub-divided into number of chapters with different types of questions of multiple patterns asked in various exams. The Verbal Reasoning section covers Analogy, Clocks, Calendar, Puzzles, Coding-Decoding, Classification, Number Series, Letter Series, Blood Relations, Clerical Aptitude, etc. whereas, the Analytical Reasoning section covers Statement & Arguments, Statement & Assumptions, Course of
Action, Cause & Effects, Syllogism, etc. The Non-Verbal Reasoning section covers Analogy, Classification, Completion of Figures, Cubes, Paper Folding, Mirror Image, Water Image, Figure Matrix, etc. Two Leveled Exercises have been given for practice. More than 2000 Previous Years’ Questions of different competitive examinations including MAT and other MBA entrances, Bank PO, Clerk, SSC, LIC, RBI, RRB, B.Ed. etc along with their authentic and detailed solutions have been covered
in the exercises. The ample number of previous years’ questions will help the candidates get an insight into the trends and types of questions asked in the test of reasoning in various competitive and recruitment examinations.
UP Police Constable Exam 2022 | 1500 Solved Questions (8 Mock Tests+ 2 Previous Year Papers)
Hindu Weekly Review
Competition Science Vision
Sri Aurobindo: archives and research
The Philosophy of Psychology
The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists is the premier public resource on scientific and technological developments that impact global security. Founded by Manhattan Project Scientists, the Bulletin's iconic "Doomsday Clock" stimulates solutions for a safer world.
An accessible analysis of the relationship between folk psychology and contemporary scientific psychology.
Human and International Security in India
Download Current Affairs Monthly Capsule December 2021 E-book For Free Covering All Important News.
Education World
Himachal Pradesh General Knowledge
Rabindra Bharati Journal of Political Science

Competition Science Vision (monthly magazine) is published by Pratiyogita Darpan Group in India and is one of the best Science monthly magazines available for medical entrance examination students in India. Well-qualified professionals of Physics, Chemistry, Zoology and Botany make contributions to this magazine and craft it with focus on providing complete and to-the-point study material for aspiring candidates. The magazine covers General Knowledge, Science and Technology news, Interviews of toppers of examinations, study material
of Physics, Chemistry, Zoology and Botany with model papers, reasoning test questions, facts, quiz contest, general awareness and mental ability test in every monthly issue.
The examinations of the present era are becoming tough nuts to crack with the rise of every Sun on the academic horizon of the world. The tests related to General Mental Ability have also received greater attention of papersetters. Thus, these tests would be more difficult in test session commencing from 2002 AD. We, at RPH, decided to give an edge to the candidates such examinations. We worked hard for more than a year on the manuscript of this volume. What finally turned out to be, was a systematic and neatly planned compendium,
exclusively dedicated to general mental ability tests. Students preparing of entrance test and competitive examination of MBA, CDS, NDA, CAT, MAT, CMAT, RRB, SCRA, SBIPO, SSC EXAMS, UPSC, GMAT, GINDOMAT, IBPSCWE, B.Ed. etc., would find it to be a boon for themselves. This systematic study and practice will help them succeed I their examinations. On behalf of publishers, we wish you all the best for your forthcoming examinations.
Healers or Predators?
The Times of India Directory and Year Book Including Who's who
Allahabad High Court RO / ARO / Computer Assistant Recruitment Exam | 2400+ Solved Questions (10 Mock Tests + 2 Previous Year Papers)
Education, Development, and Underdevelopment
World Report 2022
This Current Affairs Monthly Capsule December 2021 E-book will help you understand in detail exam-related important news including National & International Affairs, Defence, Sports, Person in News, MoU & Agreements, S&T, Awards & Honours, Books etc.
With its common colonial experience, an overarching cultural unity despite apparent diversities, and issues of nation-building cutting across national frontiers, South Asia offers a critical site on which to develop a discourse on regional security that centres on the notion of human security. This book analyses the progress that has been achieved since independence in multiple intersecting areas of human security development in India, the largest nation in South Asia, as well as considering the paradigms that might
be brought to bear in future consideration and pursuance of these objectives. Providing original insights, the book analyses the idea of security based on specific human concerns cutting across state frontiers, such as socio-economic development, human rights, gender equity, environmental degradation, terrorism, democracy, and governance. It also discusses the realisation that human security and international security are inextricably inter-linked. The book gives an overview of Indian foreign policy, with
particular focus on its relationship with China. It also looks at public health care in India, and issues of microfinance and gender. Democracy and violence in the country is discussed in-depth, as well as Muslim identity and community. Human and International Security in India will be of particular interest to researchers of contemporary South Asian History, South Asian Politics, Sociology and Development Studies.
Parliamentary Debates
Know Your State West Bengal
Economic and Political Weekly
A Modern Approach to Logic Reasoning
General Intelligence Test & Mental Ability Test
An editorial team of highly skilled professionals at Arihant, works hand in glove to ensure that the students receive the best and accurate content through our books. From inception till the book comes out from print, the whole team comprising of authors, editors, proofreaders and various other involved in shaping the book put in their best efforts, knowledge and experience to produce the rigorous content the students receive. Keeping in mind the specific requirements of the students and various examinations, the carefully designed exam oriented and exam ready content comes out
only after intensive research and analysis. The experts have adopted whole new style of presenting the content which is easily understandable, leaving behind the old traditional methods which once used to be the most effective. They have been developing the latest content & updates as per the needs and requirements of the students making our books a hallmark for quality and reliability for the past 15 years.
A highly original interpretation of the mind of Rabindranath Tagore!
The Hindu Weekly Review
Fast Track Objective Arithmetic
CTET & STATE TET (English language)
Official Report
New Statesman
On the reasons for the promulgation of the national emergency in India on June 25, 1975, and the 20-point economic program of the Prime Minister; comprises speeches, broadcasts, interviews, etc., of the Prime Minister and other political leaders assessing the benefits during June-December 1975.
1. The book is prepared for the SSC Constable (GD) recruitment exam 2. It is divided into 4 main sections 3. Current Affairs are provided in a separate section 4. Solved Papers & Practice Sets are given for robust practice “If a window of opportunity appears, don't pull down the shade.” This year the Staff Selection Commission has released SSC Constable (GD) Recruitment notification about 84000 vacancies in the 10 Posts. All the aspirants who are wishing to make their in
Government sector; Arihant presents the newly updated edition of “SSC Constable Recruitment Examination 2021 (male/female)” giving coverage of the whole syllabus. The Study Guide is divided into 4 main sections as per the latest syllabus. Current Affairs are also given in the separate section giving total summary of the events happening around the globe the world. Based on the exam pattern, it provides Solved Papers & Practice Sets giving insights of the exam questions. With
the easy to understand language and student friendly notes this book is a total package of preparation. TOC Current Affairs, Solved Paper 2018, Solved Paper 2015, Solved Paper 2013, General Intelligence and Reasoning, General Knowledge and General Awareness, General English, Part 2 : Essays & Letters
Organiser
Rabindranath Tagore
The Illustrated Weekly of India
TRUE PUBLIC WELFARE, POLITICS, INDIAN POLITICS, EMPOWERMENT, DEMOCRACY, WOMEN, GOVERNMENT, POLITICAL GEOGRAPHY
The Human Development Magazine

Here comes the Best Seller! Since its first edition in 2012, Fast Track Objective Arithmetic has been great architect for building and enhancing Aptitude skills in lakhs of aspirant across the country. The first book of its kind has all the necessary elements required to master the concepts of Arithmetic through Level Graded Exercises, namely Base Level & Higher Skill Level. Comprehensively covering the syllabus of almost all competitive examinations like, RBI, SBI, IBPS PO, SSC, LIC, CDS,
UPSC, Management and all other Entrance Recruitment and Aptitude Test, the books has perfect compilation of Basic Concepts & Short Tricks to solve different types of Arithmetical problems. Unlike before, this completely revised 2018 edition promises to be more beneficial than the older ones. With up to date coverage of all exam questions, new types of questions and tricks, the thoroughly checked error free edition will ensure Complete Command over the subject and help you succeed in
the examinations.
• Best Selling Book in English Edition for Allahabad High Court RO / ARO / Computer Assistant Recruitment Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the Allahabad High Court. • Compare your performance with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s Allahabad High Court RO / ARO / Computer Assistant Recruitment Exam Practice Kit. • Allahabad High Court RO / ARO / Computer Assistant Recruitment Exam Preparation Kit comes with 12 Tests
(10 Mock Tests + 2 Previous Year Papers) with the best quality content. • Increase your chances of selection by 14X. • Allahabad High Court RO / ARO / Computer Assistant Recruitment Exam Prep Kit comes with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions for all the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly Researched Content by experts.
The Penguin India Reference Yearbook
Era of Discipline
The New Statesman and Nation
A New Approach to REASONING Verbal & Non-Verbal
Data India
This Book has comprehensive General Knowledge about Maharashtra for the Candidates of Carious Competitive Exams.
• Best Selling Book in English Edition for Uttar Pradesh Police Constable Exam with objective-type questions as per the latest syllabus given by the UPPRPB. • Compare your performance with other students using Smart Answer Sheets in EduGorilla’s Uttar Pradesh Police Constable Exam Practice Kit. • Uttar Pradesh Police Constable Exam Preparation Kit comes with 10 Tests (8 Mock Tests + 2 Previous Year Papers) with the best quality content. • Increase
your chances of selection by 14X. • Uttar Pradesh Police Constable Exam Prep Kit comes with well-structured and 100% detailed solutions for all the questions. • Clear exam with good grades using thoroughly Researched Content by experts.
Healthcare Corruption in India
THE VASUDHIOTIC WORLD GOVERNMENT And THE GREAT INDIAN DREAM OF THE PARAMATANTRATAA
Events of 2021
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